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Hi Friend!

I hope you enjoy this set of nature-inspired printables for use in your 
homeschool! These worksheets, flashcards, and manipulatives were designed 
primarily for ages 2 through 3rd grade. However, you’ll find that the copywork 
pages, scavenger hunts, and reading recommendations are helpful through 
middle school. I think you’ll find this Unit Study to be inclusive for many of 
your students. Each page has a variety of ways that it can be utilized. You 
can use this with kiddos who are just learning their colors and letters sounds, 
all the way up through children who are working on adjectives and completing 
longer copywork assignments. 

I have offered suggestions below, but the main goal is to give you a basis to 
springboard from in being creative in your homeschool journey. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
LITERATURE SELECTIONS- This is a useful, printable page to take along with 
you to the library or book store as you begin to prepare the hearts and 
minds in your home for a season of Thanks-GIVING. These living books have 
been chosen for a variety of ages. However, most are appropriate for all 
ages, though I always encourage Mom to pre-read. In our home, we find the 
greatest value in “rowing” shorter, picture books. Children love to hear the 
same story again and again. It helps them build skills in memory, narration, 
retention, sequencing, and general confidence. Feel free to take ideas from 
each story you read and use the printables in this pack to act those scenes 
out, dig further with field trips and projects, and walk through narration. For 
older children, to plan ahead, take the total number of pages of your book 
and divide them out. You can use these as a read aloud or have them read 
independently and narrate back (written or oral). Nothing brings the past to 
life like living history books!

SCAVENGER HUNT- These are exactly what you would expect. It would be 



super handy to also laminate these as you go on an adventure. You have the 
option to use the picture-only (for your youngest learners, according to your 
preferences) or the picture+word option. 

FLASHCARDS- These are designed to be used in a number of ways. You can 
make multiple copies and play a memory game or utilize them as 3-part 
Montessori cards (leave one set intact and on the second set, cut the word 
separate from the picture). There are two versions, so one set can also be 
used as copywork/handwriting practice as well. These could also be utilized in 
scavenger hunt fashion and as vocabulary cards for your youngest students. 
Another idea is to have your student group them by attributes- color, use, 
texture, plant vs animal, etc. 

BEGINNING SOUND CARDS- These are best cut out, cut into the 3 separate 
sections, then laminated for durability. You can play games and allow your 
child to match the upper case, lower case, or both with the appropriate 
image. Make 2 sets as use a memory game as well!

HOW MANY -----?- There are a variety of ways to use this page. You can ask 
your child, “How many: brown objects, living objects, animals, things we can 
eat, plants, amphibians, etc”- depending upon their age and the skills you are 
working on. 

COLOR IDENTIFICATION PAGES- These are a really pretty way to have your 
child practice writing color names as well as identifying items that belong to 
a color family. You can utilize these and have your child gather different items 
to place on top of the corresponding color mat. They would also make cute 
homeschool room posters!

COPYWORK PAGES- These pages are designed for writers who are beyond 
preschool age, but still need to trace before trying new words on their own. 
These are themed around the topic at hand, as is the chosen poem, and 



available in a medium-size print or cursive option. 

DESCRIBING WORDS- These pages have been created for utilization with a 
variety of age groups. For your youngest child, you can ask them questions 
about the pictured item and ask for ideas that might describe that item 
(especially if you found them in your scavenger hunt). For older children, it 
gives them the opportunity to practice using adjectives as well as space to 
practice their handwriting and spelling skills. 

COLORING PAGES- You know what to do here! These are cute and seasonal-
appropriate coloring pages to utilize during your read aloud time.

LACING CARDS- Simple print on heavy card stock, cut out each piece, and 
laminate. Then use your hole punch to go around the perimeter to create a 
lacing card. Use string, shoe lace, or ribbon for lacing to increase fine motor 
skills and hand strength!

SCISSOR SKILLS- This page is an easy, grab-and-go way to get your kiddo 
practicing those scissor skills in a fun and educational way. Additionally, you 
can use these pages for tracing as well. Feel free to laminate and use with a 
dry-erase marker again and again.

I would love to see how you use these precious resources in your homeschool! 
Feel free to email me with pictures or tag me on social media!

In Christ,
Erin

erin@lifeabundantlyblog.com
Insta: lifeabundantly_blog   
www.facebook.com/lifeabundantlyblog



LITERATURE SELECTIONS
Youngest Listeners
Sharing the Bread by Pat Miller *New Family Favorite for Toddlers!
The Story of the Pilgrims by Katharine Ross
The Pilgrims’ First Thanksgiving by Ann McGovern
A Turkey for Thanksgiving by Eve Bunting
In November by Cynthia Rylant  *fall rather than Thanksgiving
A Plump and Perky Turkey by Teresa Bateman
The Scarecrow Hat by Ken Brown  *fall rather than Thanksgiving
The Ox-Cart Man by Donald Hall *fall rather than Thanksgiving
Apples & Pumpkins by Anne Rockwell   *fall rather than Thanksgiving

Medium Listeners
The First Thanksgiving by Jean Craighead
The Thanksgiving Story by Alice Dagliesh
Squanto’s Journey by Joseph Bruchac
Three Young Pilgrims by Cheryl Harness
Pilgrim Cat by Carol Peacock

Longer Listeners/Independent Readers
The Landing of the Pilgrims by James Daugherty
The Pilgrims of Plimoth by Marcia Sewall
Squanto: Friend of the Pilgrims by Clyde Robert Bulla
William Bradford, Pilgrim Boy by Bradford Smith

Junior High + High School
Pilgrim Stories by Margaret Pumphrey
The First Thanksgiving by Robert Tracy McKenzie
Constance: A Story of Early Plymouth by Patricia Clapp
Here Shall I Die Ashore by Caleb Johnson
A Journey to the New World: the Diary of Remember Patience Whipple by 
Kathryn Lasky
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fall                                              
autumn                                       
September                                
October                        
November                        
pumpkin                        
festival                        
harvest                        
moon                           
gourd                                        
hay ride                        
turkey                                      
apples                                         



October by Robert Frost
O hushed October morning mild,
Thy leaves have ripened to the fall;
Tomorrow’s wind, if it be wild,
Should waste them all.
The crows above the forest call;
Tomorrow they may form and go.
O hushed October morning mild,
Begin the hours of this day slow.
Release one leaf at break of day;
At noon release another leaf;
One from our trees, one far away.
Retard the sun with gentle mist;
Enchant the land with amethyst.
Slow, slow!

*partial poem



Describing Words
Let’s choose words to describe some of the items 
you found on your scavenger hunt. These items are all 
nouns (person, place, thing, activity, or idea), and the 
words to describe them are called adjectives.

__________________________ __________________________

____________________________________________________
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